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Editorial
This is my first editorial since my election as president of PHANZA in October. It is an honour to have
been given this role and I hope to make a meaningful contribution to the organisation during my
tenure. I’d like to thank my predecessor Ewan Morris, who, quite apart from all the other work he did,
deserves special praise for his revision of our constitution. The outcome of his work was the passing of
that revised constitution at our recent AGM. Many
thanks Ewan.
It is gratifying to come back on to the committee to find it working as well as ever. Thanks to
Skype, committee meetings can now include all
members outside of Wellington. I think this helps
makes PHANZA an even more nationally focussed
organisation.
I am conscious that our profession is at something
of a crossroad. While I am sure the country’s interest
in the past is as great as it has ever been, the nature
of historical work is such that the fortunes of our
wider economy do not necessarily translate into
more work for our members. Treaty work is coming,
slowly, to an end and the present government is not
necessarily invested in initiatives that would generate work for our members. In my own area of work
– heritage – there seems to be something of a stagnation in activity.
What this means for graduates, free-lancers and
institutional historians is not clear. There will likely
not be enough work for everyone who wants it, but
we should be mindful of the tremendous strides
taken by our profession in the past 25 years. It is
remarkable just how many people make their living as historians. That was unthinkable when I left

university 30 odd years ago. Let’s hope that this
expansion can be matched by new opportunities in
the private and public sectors.
It would be remiss of me not to mention the latest recipient of life membership: Bronwyn Dalley.
There is more on this award inside this issue but on a
personal note, it gave me great pleasure to see Bronwyn receive this honour. The big pity was that she
was taken ill and not able to be at the AGM in person.
Bronwyn has been a vocal and dedicated champion
of professional historians and public history. She was
chief historian and an acting CEO at the Ministry for
Culture and Heritage. She helped found PHANZA,
has been its president and a committee member
and today remains keenly interested in its fortunes,
albeit from her new base in Whāngārei. Congratulations Bronwyn.
— Michael Kelly

Request for feedback from members
Dear readers
We hope that you enjoy
this issue. We welcome
your feedback and
contributions and would
love to know what you
enjoy best, what you
would like to see more of
(or less of) and what you
find the most useful and
enlightening.
We are looking for
someone to supply News
from the South, now that

Marguerite has moved
north. We also welcome
regular or irregular
updates from any of our
regional members.
Please let us know
your thoughts by email
editor@phanza.org.nz or
Twitter @phanzasecretary
— Best wishes for a
safe holiday season,
the editors, Margaret
Tennant and Marguerite
Hill.
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Life membership
award
Bronwyn Dalley was presented
with a life membership award
at the PHANZA AGM held
in Wellington on Saturday 8
October 2016. For those of you
who could not be there, this is
the citation for the award.

Bronwyn Dalley has given
outstanding service to the Professional Historians’ Association of New Zealand Aotearoa
(PHANZA).
Bronwyn’s involvement with
PHANZA predated its formal
establishment. She was a member
of the small working party that
explored the concept of such an
association and then served on
an interim committee charged
with establishing it. This included
drafting its constitution.
On PHANZA’s establishment
Bronwyn served as a founding
member of the Executive Committee and inaugural President
(1994–1997). Bronwyn has continued her involvement with PHANZA, as an Executive Committee
member, including stints as editor
of Phanzine (1998), as Secretary
(2000–2002) and a second term
as President (2013–2015). Key
achievements of the Executive
Committee during this period
included developing PHANZA’s
code of practice (1997), the organisation’s first conference (2000)
and its first website (2001). Bronwyn also fostered a commitment
to PHANZA in her position at the
Ministry for Culture and Heritage, encouraging her colleagues
to become members of PHANZA,
serve on its Committee and become involved in its activities.
Bronwyn has also given
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PHANZA members toast new life member Bronwyn Dalley at the AGM

outstanding service to the history
profession. In 1988 Bronwyn was
awarded an MA in History with
distinction by Massey University
and in 1992 she completed her
PhD on women’s imprisonment
in New Zealand between 1880 and
1920. In 1993 she was appointed
as an Historian in the Historical Branch of the Department
of Internal Affairs. She was later
promoted to Senior Historian
and then Chief Historian of what
became the History Group at the
Ministry for Culture and Heritage. In these roles Bronwyn
authored a number of publications, including Family Matters:
Child Welfare in Twentieth-Century
New Zealand and Living in the 20th
Century: New Zealand History in
Photography, 1900–1980. She also
collaborated on publications with
others, including Fragments: New

The first former
Whanganui marching
girl and Bay City
Rollers fan to hold a
PhD in history, a black
belt in karate and play
the saxophone.

Zealand Social and Cultural History with Bronwyn Labrum, Going
Public: The Changing Face of New
Zealand History with Jock Phillips,
Past Judgement: Social Policy in New
Zealand with Margaret Tennant
and the Frontier of Dreams television series and subsequent book.
Bronwyn helped establish and
grow the websites NZHistory and
Te Ara and contributed to both as
an author.
After periods as manager of
the Heritage Service Branch and
acting Chief Executive Bronwyn
left the Ministry in 2011. She
subsequently took up a teaching
position in Victoria University of
Wellington’s Museum and Heritage Studies programme. She has
since moved to Whāngārei, where
she continues to research and
write.
Throughout her career Bronwyn has consistently shown
enthusiasm for the task in hand,
even-handedness and integrity as
well as a willingness to promote
history and mentor historians.
And, if that wasn’t enough, she
has made history by becoming the first former Whanganui
marching girl and Bay City Rollers fan to hold a PhD in history, a
black belt in karate and play the
saxophone.

Histories of the Red Cross
Margaret Tennant reports on the ‘Histories
of the Red Cross Conference’, Adelaide, 9–11
September 2016
Held at Flinders University, the ‘Histories of Red
Cross Movement’ conference brought together historians of the various parts of the Red Cross – national societies, the Federation of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies and the International Committee
of the Red Cross, as well as Red Cross archivists from
around the world. Professor Melanie Oppenheimer,
historian of the Australian Red Cross Society, and
Professor Neville Wylie from the University of Nottingham, initiated the conference, but there were
other historians attending who, like myself, had
worked on Red Cross projects under contract as well
as from personal or academic interest. Countries as
dispersed as Japan, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom and Spain were represented, though there was
a shortage of those which operate under the ‘Red
Crescent’ label (mostly Muslim countries) and from
such parts of the world as Africa.
The first two plenaries at the Conference discussed
big questions around whether the International
Committee of the Red Cross was a humanitarian or a
human rights organisation, while my own took more
of a ‘bottom up’ approach to consider what attracted
individuals within a national society to identify
with a transnational body, and the significance of the
familial language characterising the Red Cross in
slogans, images and advertising material. There was
also a plenary session on Red Cross archives, led by
Geneva-based Federation archivist Grant Mitchell,
with a follow-up teleconference after the conference
proper had ended. Red Cross museums were the focus of another session – Germany, we discovered, has
15 such museums, while the movement has produced
over time an array of artefacts, from posters, badges
and brassards, to care packages, flags and uniforms,
all carefully preserved in museums run mostly by
volunteers.
Other clusters of papers looked at the Red Cross
in different countries, Australia especially, since the
conference was held there, but also the American and
Chinese societies, with material on the Norwegian,

My paper considered the
significance of the familial language
characterising the Red Cross in
slogans, images and advertising.

Resources such as this poster were shared across the Red Cross
movement. This was an Australian Red Cross poster with New
Zealand wording substituted when it was used here c.1945. NZ
Red Cross Archive.

Dutch, Japanese, Spanish, and Canadian and British
Red Cross organisations also featuring. Some papers
looked at the role of individuals in Red Cross history; others at the response of the Red Cross to global
war, at the origins of the Red Cross movement, and at
contemporary humanitarianism.
As PHANZA members will appreciate, there is
huge value in such focussed conferences where a
particular phenomenon is examined within wideranging global contexts, and where comparisons can
be made across national boundaries. The inclusion
of sessions on archives and museums was especially
valuable, both to providers and to users of such
facilities. As histories of national Red Cross societies
continue to be commissioned, we look forward to a
further gathering of historians of the Red Cross in
2019, the centennial of the Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies – hopefully in Geneva.
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Walter Gropius’ Bauhaus (architecture house) Building in Dessau, completed in 1926 and a World Heritage site. (Wikipedia Commons)

Heritage

Modernism – a hard sell?
Michael Kelly looks at the 20th century’s most
important architectural movement and why its
buildings fail to enthuse the public.
Modernism, or the International Movement as it was
sometimes coined, dominated the 20th century like
no other style. Modernism emerged in the first half
of the 20th century. Recognisably Modern structures
were being built as early as the 1900s by European
architects (primarily German and Austrian) who
rejected historicism, particularly neo-Classicism and
neo-Gothic, in favour of more rational styles that
better reflected modern living.
Early Modernism never settled on one particular
style and there was a tension between those who
wanted to continue to use a decorative, if stylised
palette and those who wanted to eschew any vestige
of decoration. So Modernism competed with the
likes of Art Deco, Moderne and Stripped Classicism
during the first half of the 20th century. The more
rigid proponents – architects such as Le Corbusier,
Mies van der Rohe and Walter Gropius – opted for
a defiantly pure approach that fully utilised the
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properties of concrete, steel and glass, designing
building with strong lineal forms, fine proportions
and regularity.
Modernism did not really become a prominent
architectural movement until the 1930s and it was
not until after World War II that it became the dominant post-war international style. It lent itself to all
manner of buildings, from houses to commercial
buildings. It could, and was, used for just about any
building project. It was particularly tied to the rise of
the skyscraper and mass housing, with uniformity of
floor heights and extensive use of glazing common
features.
Modernism’s rise in New Zealand followed that in
other parts of the world. There were pre-war buildings constructed in New Zealand that were heavily
Modernist in their approach, such as William Gummer’s Craggy Range (1919), G A Hart’s Miller’s Building, Christchurch (1935) and Humphrey Hall’s Park
Lane, Timaru (1938), but they were the exception
rather than the norm. Post-war, Modernism became
the favoured style for both public and private buildings. Decoration was gone and the country’s city

Gordon Wilson Flats under construction, February 1958. (Alexander Turnbull Library, EP-Industry-Housing-State-02)

centres were transformed by reinforced concrete
buildings with lots of glass. Houses became more
informal and focussed on internal living arrangements and utilising sun, light and location. The
country’s embrace of Modernism was helped along
by the arrival of émigré architects fleeing the Nazi
regime, including most famously Ernst Plischke,
whose work for the Ministry of Works during and
after the war, particularly in mass housing projects,
influenced a generation of designers. He was also
credited with the first curtain-wall office building,
Massey House in Wellington, which he designed
with Cedric Firth in 1951–53 (but not finished until
1957).
Modernism’s influence only waned in the 1980s
with the arrival of post-Modernism, which reached
back to Classicism for inspiration in external detailing. However, there is little doubt that Modernism in
its various guises still holds sway.
So much for its 20th century ubiquity. Does the
public find it hard to like Modernism? Well, apparently it does. Check out any poll of top 10 or 20 worst
buildings in any city in New Zealand and every one
of them will be Modern. Conversely, favourite buildings listed are mostly older, mostly grand and festooned with decoration. Look at Auckland. List after
list shows that its citizens hate the former Auckland
City Council’s administration building on Mayoral

Drive (a listed heritage building incidentally).
Conversely, they love the Auckland War Memorial
Museum. Lists of the country’s worst frequently include Brutalist buildings –heavy, rough-cast concrete
bunkers – the extreme end of Modernism, and, it
must be said, often a very hard type of building to
love. (There are exceptions – the Christchurch Town
Hall, for instance, comes to mind).
The role of Modernism in ushering in new building methods, improving the use of external light,
utilising up-to-date fixtures and accommodating
large numbers of people for work and living are not
criteria that enthuse the public. They want to feel an
engagement with a building, and something sheer,
sterile and large is not going to cut it. Not every
Modern building can be a Sydney Opera House or
Futuna Chapel. Perhaps if our cities contained more
old buildings this would be less of an issue, but the
demolition and replacement of so many old buildings in the second half of the 20th century has made
city centres, for many people, devoid of character,
particularly when so many of those new buildings
are uniformly bland.
Why is this important? Well, there are more Modernist buildings in New Zealand than any other type.
We should want the best of the style reflected in our
heritage lists. That very few are listed may partly
be a product of their age, or lack of it, or there is
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simply little willingness to list them. When Modernist buildings identified for their heritage value are
under threat they are difficult to defend on aesthetic
grounds. Take the Gordon Wilson Flats in Wellington, which was built by the Ministry of Works as
public housing in 1959. Named after the Government Architect who died while the building was still
being constructed, it is listed on Wellington City
Council’s district plan. It is regarded as a seminal
building in the history of mass market housing in
New Zealand and one of only two apartment buildings in the country to contain maisonettes (double
story apartments).

When an appeal against the decision
to allow the building’s delisting and
demolition was announced, the vitriol
was immense.

Victoria University, the owner of the building,
sought its delisting and demolition. When the hearing on the application was held, comments left by
readers of on-line articles on the building ridiculed
its appearance. The same thing happened when
an appeal against the decision to allow its delisting and demolition was announced. The vitriol was
immense.
The difficulty with this is that those presiding over
such hearings are relying on the expert testimony of
architects and other practitioners. Getting a favourable decision is made that much more difficult if the
community does not have a broad emotional connection with such buildings.
Perhaps time will take care of these things and the
stigma will pass. Eventually, buildings reach a certain
age and attain a certain amount of public esteem
and acceptance. This will probably happen with
Modernist buildings. Nevertheless, there will likely
always be a need to explain why certain buildings are
important when it is not obvious by simply looking
at them.

Miller’s Building, probably in the 1950s. The building was taken over by the Christchurch City Council in 1980 and demolished after the
2011 earthquake. (Christchurch City Libraries, PH14-221)
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Summer reading
Margaret Pointer and David
Young hope to inspire you with
some summer books

The Great Swindle
by Pierre Lemaitre
Published in France 2013 as Au revoir
là-haut, published in English 2015
The French newspaper, L’Express,
described this novel as ‘a dark,
burning requiem delivered in
glorious prose’. Set on the Western
Front just before the Armistice
in 1918, and then back in Paris in
the two years following the end of
World War I, this is a novel that
deals with horrors rather than
heroics, with realities rather than
rhetoric.
There is the utter confusion as
the French army attempts to deal
with the dead and the wounded.
There is the gulf between the officers and the ordinary soldiers,
the same class gulf that existed
in the British army. There is the
mounting pressure from the
French population to have their
dead sons given a proper burial
and to be remembered through
the building of public memorials.
And there is the reluctance to face
those who did return home but
not as they had left for war.
Lemaitre describes his work as
a ‘true history’ novel and used the

‘military exhumations scandal’
which broke in France in 1922
as the inspiration for part of his
story. His subject is confronting
and his viewpoint cynical but his
style is engaging. He won the Prix
Goncourt, France’s top literary
award, for the work.
The Great Swindle is a novel
that has the ability to disturb, to
hang around in your mind long
after you have finished reading it.
When I was out walking in Wellington after I had read this book I
passed a memorial claiming there
to be ‘no more noble a death’ than
to have died in war. I have to say, I
was less than convinced.
— Margaret Pointer

The Art of Time Travel, historians and their
craft
by Tom Griffiths
Black Inc, 2016
There can be little surprise that
Tom Griffiths’ The Art of Time
Travel, historians and their craft
(Black Inc.) won this year’s Prime
Ministers’ Prize for Australian
History. Griffiths has been energetically practising public history
for nearly four decades, in oral,
heritage, landscape and archival history, and he is an ardent
exponent.
Widely published, this meticulous researcher, nuanced observer

and fine writer also loves people.
In this tribute to 14 Australian
historians who influenced him
personally, practically all of whom
he knew, he also delineates shapes
and directions that history has
taken, essentially since WWII, on
the island continent.
He begins with Eleanor Dark,
author of the novel Timeless Land,
who was a pioneer in her representation of shadowy aboriginal
figures of first contact, including
Bennilong, as three dimensional
people. Though fiction, her work
was conducted through detailed
research – both archival and
groundwork.
Indeed, Griffiths, who grew up
in postwar suburban Melbourne,
greatly admires historians who
pull on stout shoes. Keith Hancock’s walkabout study of Monaro
helped make it a rural classic;
Graeme Davidson’s great work
was an urban (south Melbourne)
one, but just as sure-footed. Eric
Rolls, the farmer-ecologist whose
profound grasp of place and of
language is a match for our own
Guthrie Smith, inspired our ecological historian Geoff Park.
The productive contrarian
Geoff Blainey, who also advanced
the practice of environmental
history, was a big picture writer.
Others included are Judith
Wright, the poet who also contributed marvellous historical ‘infill’
of terra nullius by starting with
disappeared aboriginals from
Darkie Point, and Grace Karstens,
a much admired archaeological
historian.
If you wanted an introduction
to Australian history, this book
will take you a long way, with
grace, honesty and delight. It is
full of the magic of imagination
and discovery. And as a public
historian, Griffiths also throws up
a number of fine ideas about its
definitions and practise.
— David Young
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Piecing together
the jigsaw

The Wellington branch of PHANZA held a very successful miniconference on Saturday 8 October focusing on non-traditional
information sources – both those
not generally known to historians
and new approaches to old sources now that so much information is available on the internet.
Incidentally, the meeting illustrated the wide range of activities
being undertaken by PHANZA
members.

held in the Heritage New Zealand
library of archeological reports,
which is of increasing importance
now that archeological reports are
required for a variety of projects.
Pam Bain outlined the scope of
this huge national database and
how it can be accessed. A complementary talk by Lyn Williams
illustrated how much historical
information about land ownership can be obtained from using
survey maps – and emphasised
the importance of using originals
because so much information
can be gleaned from pencilled
annotations.
Papers Past is now the most
widely used historical resource
in New Zealand. Emerson Vandy
gave a valuable update on the latest developments, and answered
questions on user issues. He was
followed by Paul Diamond, who

Voices against the war by Dan
Barlett and Margaret Lovell-Smith
summarised the work undertaken
to document the activities of
those who opposed conscription
in militarism in Canterbury during World War 1. A major component is the website, http://www.
voicesagainstwar.nz, which is an
excellent example of presenting
information in an easily accessible format. Margaret described
how they had pulled together a
range of stories and illustrations.
Few people are aware of the
huge amount of information

outlined the range of Niupepa
(Maori newspapers) that are now
available digitally, and showed
how he had been using them.
Lynette Shum and Linda Evans
similarly gave a useful update on
the Oral History archive held in
the Alexander Turnbull Library,
including some of the problems
caused by changing technology.
The following speaker, Megan
Cook, gave a thought-provoking
presentation on some of the
issues relating to access to oral
interviews caused by recent
legislation – certainly a cause

Information and where to find
it was the focus of the recent
PHANZA mini-conference in
Wellington. Simon Nathan
reports.
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for concern for those who have
been interviewed with a promise
of confidentiality that may not
be valid in terms of recent legal
opinions. This is likely to be an
issue for PHANZA members in
the future.
My own presentation outlined
a range of scientific resources that
are often overlooked by historians, and gave particular emphasis
to new research and documentation relating to the 19th century
scientists Ferdinand Hochstetter
and Julius Haast.
Objects in museums are often
stored with little information on
their origin or significance. Fiona
McKergow gave a fascinating
account of the Hughey Sampler,
demonstrating just how much
information can be obtained by
painstaking background research
on what seemed an ordinary domestic item.
Debbie Dunsford’s account of
the work undertaken to obtain illustrations for an updated history
of Mt Albert was an intriguing
case study of the issues involved
in obtaining images from a
range of sources for a local history project. And it had an unexpected payoff for me when I
realised that the images from the
Auckland Weekly News have now
been scanned, and are available
from the Auckland City Libraries’
website.
Jamie Jacobs ended the day with
three case studies from his work
as an architectural historian for
the US National Park Service. It
was an intriguing look at a different society, yet a reminder that the
problems facing historians are the
same everywhere.
This was a thoroughly stimulating mini-conference, and thanks
are due to the organisers and the
presenters. Everyone I spoke to
agreed that it had been useful
in all sorts of ways, and a good
chance to recharge.

Cake and the
constitution
PHANZA Secretary Karen
Astwood reports on the Annual
General Meeting
The PHANZA AGM followed the
Wellington mini-conference. It
was a long day for those attending
both, but there was food, drink
and the usual pre and post-AGM
mingling for those prepared to
stick it out. The agenda was extensive, so I was very happy with the
prospect of cake afterwards.
Our outgoing president Ewan
Morris is residing in Scotland and
understandably had to tender his
apologies. His report noted the
committee’s continued advocacy
work during the year, including
submissions on the draft Incorporated Societies Bill, commenting on government department
records disposal schedules, and
meetings with Archives New Zealand and the National Library.
Treasurer Eileen Barrett-Whitehead provided details of PHANZA’s finances, which are in good
shape, including a healthy surplus. As secretary, I outlined the
nuts and bolts of the committee’s
activities this year. One of our big
projects, to do with the administrative and communications side
of things, was the website redevelopment. This was one of the year’s
main expenses, but came within
the budgeted amount of surplus
funds. Although launched in the
current financial year, most of
the content writing was done in
2015–16 and the team of contributors were applauded for the work.
It seems the new website has been
well-received and this was echoed
by those at the meeting.
The full officers’ reports and
other AGM documents are available on our website: http://phanza.
org.nz/annual-general-meetings/.

The task of finding a presidential candidate is always daunting
for the committee, so there was
relief when Michael Kelly, an
eminently suitable, enthusiastic,
experienced and longstanding
member, put his name forward.
Michael was duly elected as president. Eileen and I will continue
in our roles, but have both noted
an intention to stand down at the
next AGM. The other committee members elected at the AGM
were: Sandra Gorter (Auckland),
Marguerite Hill (Auckland),
Paul Husbands (Wellington) and
Margaret Tennant (Palmerston
North). At the subsequent committee meeting we also co-opted
Lucy Mackinstosh (Auckland)
and David Young (Nelson) who
wanted to continue on the committee. Imelda Bargas, our committee’s Wellington-based Ministry for Culture and Heritage
representative, stepped down and
Sarah Burgess was co-opted into
that role.
Another key project during the
year was the constitution review,
led with an amazing eye for detail
and in a seemingly tireless fashion by Ewan Morris. The committee and those at the meeting
applauded his efforts and all
but one of the reviewed clauses
was passed by those present and
the proxy votes. The committee
will consider the question of an
appropriate AGM quorum and
bring their recommendations to
the next AGM for a vote on the
outstanding clause, clause 7.
The meeting ended with an
open floor session to gather ideas
on spending some of our surplus.
The committee are interested in
your ideas on this and any other
aspect of PHANZA’s organisation
and services, as well as hearing
from any South Islanders interested in joining the committee.
¶¶Please contact me to share your
views: secretary@phanza.org.nz.

Obituary
Ken Scadden

It was an inspiration of then chief
archivist, Ray Grover, to hire Ken
Scadden, often on the front desk
at National Archives in the old
NAC building in Vivian St about
1983. Ken had a good history
degree, had just returned from
years of high adventure on the
hippy trails across Asia and parts
beyond and he emanated enthusiasm and inclusiveness in his
dealings with everybody.
In those pre-digital days ‘archives’ and ‘arcane’ were almost
synonyms for a feature writer who
wanted access to the Hood and
Moncrieff police files. Ken it was
who introduced me to archives,
and never forgot my interests.
Conversation was second nature
to him.
He was raised on a long-held
family farm on the Ruamahanga,
near Carterton and although he
loved the city, he had the energy
and warmth of a man who years
later could still fit back into extended family life and the farm
with ease.
Ken wrote a number of books,
and his productivity in the field
of maritime history was recognised last year when he was made
a life member of the Maritime
History Association. A particular interest was the wreck of the
General Grant. His latest book,
just published, was Rugged Coast,
Rough Seas: Wairarapa’s Maritime
History.
For generosity of spirit and joie
de vivre, Ken was a scholar and
democrat without peer. He passed
away in October after a courageous battle with cancer. He will
be much missed.
— David Young
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News from the North
An update from the Auckland
City Council Heritage Team
The 2016 Auckland Heritage
Festival ran from 24 September to
9 October and featured over 200
events which took place throughout the Auckland region. Event
categories included displays and
exhibitions, entertainment and
workshops, ‘something a bit different’, talks and seminars and
tours and walks. The opening
event was held on 21 September at
Allendale House with speeches by
the Mayor and Councillor Mike
Lee, followed by a presentation
about Allendale House by architect Peter Reed.
Several staff from the Auckland Council Heritage Unit were
involved in Heritage Festival
events. Highlights for staff included the ‘Clay, Cup Handles and
Crown Lynn’ event presented by
Finn McCahon-Jones, showcasing
items from the Te Toi Uku museum collection. Another popular
event was ‘Street Art Now and
Then’, which attracted a younger
audience and stretched the definition of “our heritage” to include
contemporary “place based” art.
New Heritage Team staff
member Priyanka Misra
reports:
Having recently moved to Auckland from Sydney, Auckland
Heritage Festival for me was
the best platform to learn more
about Auckland’s past. There was
a huge line up of events including walks, talks and exhibitions
and I managed to participate in
a few of these events. I went on a
guided heritage walk of Ponsonby,
attended a talk on how to date
a photograph and learnt more
about Victorian interiors and Victorian domestic architecture. The
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Grafton Bridge and Symonds Street Cemetery

highlights for me were the tour of
Picturesque Symonds Street Cemetery, the Grafton Bridge walk and
the Rangitoto shipwreck tour.
One minute you are in the bustling city and the next minute you
are in the deciduous wilderness of
the cemetery, completely engulfed
by ageing trees and stone monuments. Located on the western
slopes of the Grafton Gully, this
Wreck from the Rangitoto shipwreck tour

site was chosen by Bishop Selwyn
to adopt the ‘picturesque’ theory
written by Sir Uvedale Price.
Bishop Selwyn’s well-used copy
‘On the Picturesque’ was gifted to
him. As we wandered down meandering trails, the tour explored
how the cemetery embodies the
picturesque as opposed to the
gardenesque.
The Grafton Bridge is hard to

miss when one is in the cemetery.
Boldly dividing the cemetery in
two expanses, the bridge was built
of reinforced concrete in 1910. It
spans Grafton Gully and was hand
built without the use of any machinery and took approximately
two years to complete. Designed
and built by the Australian company, Ferro-Concrete Company of
Australasia Ltd, upon completion
it was the largest span reinforced
concrete arch bridge in the world.
The bridge was inserted into the
existing cemetery in such a way
that only eight graves had to be
relocated. The bridge is an excellent example of very early use
of reinforced concrete in New
Zealand, the revolutionary engineering that went into it and a
brilliant design.
Standing on the bridge, I was
able to see the volcanic island of
Rangitoto in the Hauraki Gulf, the
widely visible landmark of Auckland. It was a surreal experience
walking through the stunning
volcanic fields as we made our
way from Islington Bay to Boulder Bay where all the shipwrecks
are. I was amazed and surprised to
learn that Boulder Bay was more
of a dumping ground for the
ships nearing the end of their life,
like a ships’ graveyard. The obsolete ships were abandoned here
because this part of the island was
out of sight.
Auckland newbie
Marguerite Hill’s
experience of the festival:
Having just moved to Auckland to
take up a role working on exhibitions about the people and history
of Auckland, I thought it would be
a good idea to attend some Auckland Heritage Festival events.
Along with fellow PHANZA
members Sandra Gorter and Julie
Benjamin, I went to see Chris
Priestley and the Unsung Heroes

sing about New Zealand folk
legends, heroes and villains. It was
a fun night and I picked up lots
of nuggets of local history, including what happened to Cyrus
Healey after his arson attempts
and alleged pot shots at Thomas
Russell. Historical characters were
treated with gentle respect: Chris
has obviously done his archival
and oral history research. Peter
Elliott read out amusing vignettes
from PapersPast and band
member Cameron Bennett, TV
journo – and, it turns out, pretty
good guitarist and singer – shared
stories from his family history.
The Grey Lynn Library Hall was a
lovely setting and the cups of tea
were plentiful.
One morning at the St Heliers
Library, I decided to have a go at
bobbin lace making, something
I have wanted to try for years.
Thanks to the patience of the lace
ladies, I now have a slightly wobbly fish-shaped lace bookmark.

Activities Historical in
the Manawatū
Palmerston North had its annual Local History Week in the
first week of November. Organised by the Heritage Team at the
Palmerston North City Library,
the week involved a feast of talks,
walks, quizzes, visits to archives
and memory-sharing.
Anna Green from Victoria University’s Stout Research Centre
gave the annual Mina McKenzie
lecture, her topic ‘Remembering the European/Pākehā Past
Through Objects and Things’.
Other talks included one by Sue
Forde, historian of the Manawatū
Automobile Association on ‘The
Grand Old Men of the Road’ (on
AA service officers), and others on
Palmerston North’s ‘Final Battle
Fundraising Campaign’ of 1918,
by Simon Johnson, on Palmerston

North’s first municipal baths by
Val Mills, and on ‘Granny Macdonald’, the first woman to be
granted a horse-training licence
in New Zealand – this was given
by Jacqueline Dinan, the author
of a new book entitled Racing the
Boys.
Another of the presentations
related to the new thematic history of Palmerston North which
has commenced under the leadership of Margaret Tennant, Geoff
Watson and Kerry Taylor. This
project brings together community and academic historians under
nine thematic topic headings to
research and write a book, but also
to develop web-based historical
stories for the Library’s Manawatū
Heritage digital platform. The
project is making links with other
history groups in the area, including a number of locals trained in
oral history via workshops given
through the Turnbull Library, and
the Manawatū Journal of History,
so it is seen as having a training and coordinating function
which will outlive the actual book
production.
Members of the Palmerston
North Heritage Trust, which initiated the project, were thrilled to
learn soon after Local History
Week that the Trust had succeeded in a bid for nearly $43,000 to
Lotteries Heritage. This will go
towards the employment of a research assistant, as a huge amount
of primary research is needed for
the project, and Papers Past coverage of Manawatū newspapers goes
only to 1922. The amount is relatively modest compared with the
funding going into First World
War history projects from a variety of sources in the Manawatū
and elsewhere, but it has given a
vital boost and space to employ
a historian on a comprehensive
project which otherwise relies
mainly on voluntary labour.
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PHANZA Executive
Committee

New members

Michael Kelly (President),
historian and heritage consultant
president@phanza.org.nz
Karen Astwood (Secretary), Heritage
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
secretary@phanza.org.nz
Eileen Barrett-Whitehead (Treasurer),
freelance historian
treasurer@phanza.org.nz
Sarah Burgess, Manatū Taonga
Ministry for Culture and Heritage
Sandra Gorter, freelance historian
Marguerite Hill, Auckland War
Memorial Museum Tāmaki Paenga
Hira
Paul Husbands, freelance historian
Lucy Mackintosh, freelance historian
Margaret Tennant, freelance historian
David Young, freelance historian

Wayne at the Oamaru Steampunk Festival
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Wayne Stack
Wayne served as a frontline police
officer for 18 years before studying history at the University of
Canterbury, where he received a
BA (Hons) and MA with Distinction. His MA thesis was a study of
the British Army in Ireland during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. He went on to write a
PhD thesis, studying battalion and
regimental combat officers of the
New Zealand Expeditionary Forces of the First and Second World
Wars. He has published two small
books covering the New Zealand
Expeditionary Forces, in 2011 and
2013, and is currently transforming his thesis into a manuscript
for publication. Since 2013 he has
worked as a contract historian for
WingNut Films, producing work
for the Great War Exhibition in
Wellington, and is currently the
consulting historian for the Selwyn District Council, working on

the Rolleston 150th celebrations.
He was also the historical theming consultant for the NZ Rugby
Union Under 20s World Cup campaign in 2016. He has a particular
interest in New Zealand military
and social history.
Kristen Banaszak
My name is Kristen Banaszak;
I have a MA in modern history
from King’s College London and
am a self-proclaimed history
nerd. I have a particular interest
in British social and cultural history during the late nineteenth to
early twentieth century. My master’s dissertation focused on minority religious youth brigades in
London and Manchester between
the mid-1890s to the First World
War, namely the Jewish Lads’ Brigade and Catholic Boys’ Brigade.
The two brigades are fairly under
researched, compared to other
youth brigades, so my research relied a lot on church and newspaper archives. Newspaper archives
offer a wealth of information,
though at times the viewpoint of
the articles may be skewed.
I enjoy working in museums
and I have volunteered at the
Long Island Maritime Museum
in my hometown in New York
and the Benjamin Franklin House
in London. I like working in the
public history sector and helping to educate others on local
history. Earlier this year I was
the assistant editor for ANCAD
(Auckland North Community
and Development)’s My Story,
Your Story – Together Builds Communities. I am indebted to Megan
Hutching and Ruth Greenaway
for this opportunity.
Other areas of interest include
immigrant life in New York in
the late nineteenth century, British monarchy history and their
relation to other European heads
of state, and life during the Blitz,
among many others.

